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councillors who’ve worked together 

to create incredible trails and put on 

some great events. Not to mention, 

these ’ard Northerners love a bit of 

hardtail riding! A final bolt check, don 

the flat cap and we’re on our way...

This is hardcore
First off on our whistle-stop tour of 

Sheffield’s trails is Lady Cannings 

Plantation. Although it’s technically 

over the border of the Peak District 

in Derbyshire, it’s very much a 

Sheffielders’ spot, having been 

crowdfunded by Ride Sheffield and 

built thanks to donations from local 

businesses. Situated on Houndkirk 

Moor, just beyond the suburbs, its 

flowing blue runs are perfect for a 

quick blast and for getting to grips 

with a brand-new bike. 

We’re greeted at the trails by  

Nick Hamilton, a man who’s known  

by every mountain biker in the city. 

Nick is the part-founder – and most 

active member – of This is Sheffield,  

a collective that’s grown from a 

group of mates putting on all sorts of 

ludicrous after-work races, into the 

organising body behind the Steel City 

Downhill and Howard Street Dual. 

Nick knows this area like the back 

ouncing between the turns, hearing 

the tyres rip through the dust 

and feeling the subtle feedback 

through the back end, I can’t keep 

the smile off my face. When the 

idea of building our very own MBUK 

hardtail first got mentioned, the day 

I’d actually get to ride it seemed so far 

away. And never more so than midway 

through my week at The Bicycle 

Academy, with a pile of steel tubes in 

my hands that bore little resemblance 

to a mountain bike. From the phone 

calls planning it and learning the 

theory of frame building, to long days 

in the workshop and finally getting 

it painted and built up into a ridable 

finished article, it’s taken a good six 

months to get here. But first ride out, 

I’m already convinced it was worth all 

the blood, sweat and 60-grit.

When we set out to design this 

bike, our ambition was always to 

build something that encapsulated 

British riding, both in its versatility and 

all-round capability. Deciding where 

the maiden voyage should be was a 

tricky one. We wanted somewhere 

that tested our mettle – and our 

metal – against all the types of terrain 

we’d designed it for. And so it was that 

we rounded on Sheffield. As a city 

for cycling, South Yorkshire’s steel 

capital needs no introduction – it’s 

the birthplace of Steve Peat after 

all. As well as having a great variety 

of riding on its doorstep, it’s home 

to a stronger and tighter-knit riding 

scene than almost anywhere we 

know – forward-thinking riders and 

of his hand, so he’s kindly offered to 

bunk off work and come along today, 

although as a sports engineering 

researcher, it’s “field testing”, he points 

out, with a Cheshire cat grin.

In close formation, Nick and I 

dive into the first of Lady Cannings’ 

swooping turns. I lean the bike over 

cautiously, still unsure (on unfamiliar 

terrain and wheels) where that 

sweet-spot of traction is. Too slow. It 

looks like the bike can handle much 

more than that! Next turn I’m more 

aggressive – less braking, more 

commitment, handlebar lower. I 

feel the shoulders of the rear tyre 

bite, break traction and bite again. 

Excitement begins to build as I chase 

Nick down the trail, feeling the buzz 

that comes from finally being aboard 

my own creation and it riding like I 

hoped it would. 

Next we swap around, me taking 

the lead and doing my best to drop 

Nick. But it’s hard – he’s a staunch 

hardtailer and knows every twist and 

tricky S-bend. Skimming through the 

dappled light and fresh green of the 

woods, with every turn and undulation 

I’m understanding more and more 

about just how much you can push  

a rigid rear-ended bike, with a 

Nick takes the lead and  
I tuck in closely behind, 
hoping to follow his line

We’ve been waiting a while to see this

sight and we’re quite honestly rather

proud of the end result!

Men of steel

NICK HAMILTON
By day, Nick’s a 

research fellow at 

Sheeld Hallam 

University. By night, 

he’s most likely to 

be found in one of 

Sheeld’s parks 

– not up to nefarious activities, but 

overseeing one of the mates’ races he runs. 

Think mass-start downhills with mandatory 

beer-chugging, fancy dress XC and even 

cycle speedway – with Peaty dressed as 

Bugs Bunny. Don’t ask! More ocially,  

he’s part of the This is Sheeld crew 

behind the Steel City DH and Howard 

Street Dual races.

DAVE CAMUS
Diehard hardtail 

rider Dave is the 

type of guy every 

riding scene needs, 

putting a huge 

amount of unpaid 

time into 

maintaining his local trails for everyone 

else’s benefit. In Dave’s case, he does his 

time at Bolehills BMX track, and on the rare 

occasion when he’s not out riding himself, 

he’ll most likely be found there with a 

spade in his hand.

The Lady Cannings trails are 

a fast and flowing fun-fest 

Stanage Edge has enough rocks

to put any bike through its paces



slammed bottom bracket and a 

slacked-out head angle.

Do or die
The next trail is sure to test that lack 

of suspension though, as we leave 

the manicured flow of the woods 

and pedal out across the moors to 

Stanage Edge. This four-mile-long 

gritstone escarpment is one of the 

most iconic sights in the Peaks, and 

zig-zagging between the crags and 

tumbled boulders is a flat-out, stone-

paved descent. Again, Nick takes the 

lead and I tuck in behind, hoping to 

follow his wheels down the smoothest 

line. I quickly realise that this isn’t 

the best course of action, as he 

completely blocks my field of view, so 

instead of avoiding the big rocks, I end 

up bashing through them with no time 

to react. Some tight initial corners 

soon break way into a paved pinball 

run and I let off the brakes, hoping my 

speed will carry me through. It’s scary 

stuff when you don’t know the lines 

though, and I’m white-knuckling the 
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bar, praying that a big hole isn’t about 

to swallow up my front wheel, and the 

combination of pedal pins and grippy 

rubber is enough to keep me aboard 

the bucking horse. Teeth rattling in 

my skull, I’m slightly wishing I was 

on my full-sus, but also relishing the 

challenge of having to draw upon all 

of my riding skills. Firing out into the 

last field, the rockiness finally relents 

and I finally relax my hands. In the 

plantation car park, we bid farewell to 

Nick and head north-east, back across 

the city to Wharncliffe Woods.

From Ritz to rubble
It’s impossible to talk about gravity 

riding in Sheffield without mentioning 

Wharncliffe Woods. These steep, 

conifer-clad slopes haven’t just been 

the training ground for Sheffield’s 

one and only downhill world champ, 

they’ve also become an epicentre for 

under-the-radar trail building. Over 

the past few years, a lifetime’s worth 

of graft has been put into crafting 

lines that are as aesthetically pleasing 

as they are fun to ride – interlinking 

berms, razor-sharp lips and rock 

sculptures that are more akin to land 

art than bike trails. Unfortunately, as 

the features have grown ever more 

audacious, it’s had the Forestry 

Commission quaking with the thought 

of legal action – and they’ve stepped 

in, ploughing most of the big lines. But, 

I’m white-knuckling 
the bar, praying a 

big hole doesn’t 
swallow my wheel

From rocks, roots and jumps

to lush, green singletrack –

Wharnclie’s got it all 

Wharnclie Woods and Cotic

Bikes – they go together like

chips and gravy 
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Pumping and flowing through jumps with

your mates is guaranteed  fun – and

that’s what hardtail riding is all about

Dave takes the reins on our bike 

and shows us what it’s capable

of on the jumps he helped build
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by a bunch of equally dedicated 

spade-swingers – pours a lot of love 

into the jumps before each summer, 

tweaking the lines and reshaping 

them to perfection. 

Faced with such a multitude of 

rollers, doubles and triples, I’m not 

sure where to turn first, but watching 

the locals (who all seem to have this 

place dialled) it doesn’t take long to 

figure out the drill. The jewel in the 

crown at Bolehills is the back straight 

– a line of four rhymed doubles, with 

tall take-offs to kick you skyward. With 

only a day on the new hardtail, I might 

not be cranking out the whips to full 

90 (yet), but floating through the air, 

bathed in the warm glow of evening, 

I’m grinning once again. If today’s 

done anything, it’s reminded me of 

just how fun hardtails can be. Sure, 

they’re jacks of all and masters of 

none, but I can’t think of many other 

types of bike that would’ve got me so 

stoked, sketched-out and smiling. The 

first ride’s in the bag, I didn’t crash 

and the frame’s not snapped yet – 

guarded by the trees, between the 

furrows of destruction, there are still 

some jumps standing tall and all the 

classic DH tracks that Wharny – as 

it’s known round ’ere – was founded 

on still exist and still challenge even 

seasoned bike riders.

With Nick back in the office and 

making his excuses, we’re joined 

by Dave Camus. Dave isn’t a native 

Sheffielder, but after coming here for 

uni nearly a decade ago, he’s been 

sucked in by the city’s charms and 

hasn’t left yet. I’ve known Dave for 

a few years now and he’s one of the 

most enthusiastic riders I’ve ever met. 

He’s also one of a dwindling few who 

don’t own a full-sus trail bike – not 

that he lets this hold him back in the 

slightest. Yet again, my lazy reliance 

on suspension is tested to the max 

as we thread our way down Wharny’s 

unrelentingly rugged terrain. 

We session the downhill tracks for 

a while, then go in search of some 

jumps that survived the destruction 

and are rewarded with a perfectly-

shaped hip. Dave shows us that with 

wheels on or off the ground, he’s 

equally capable, and within a couple 

of runs he’s shoulder-buzzing his tyre 

with clicked-flat tabletops. The steep-

lipped jump gives me the chance to 

test another weapon in our hardtail’s 

trail arsenal, and after getting used 

to the slack head angle on the steep 

transition, I find that with the pop 

from the short rear end, the bike is 

eager enough to get sideways.

Daydream in blue
Enthused by a bit of airtime, we 

decide to finish the day off at Bolehills 

BMX track. This spot in the Crookes 

area of Sheffield isn’t just your regular 

race track, it’s a real hub for the scene. 

On any sunny day it’s a melting pot 

of dirt jumpers, trail riders, BMXers 

and of course, the familiar abundance 

of helmetless kids on oversized XC 

rigs, trading tokes on cigarettes and 

bucking their way terrifyingly through 

the jumps. It’s also another prime 

example of Sheffield’s riders being 

proactive. Dave is one of the main 

builders here and he – accompanied 

we’re off to a good start. I’m already 

excited for round two.

Post-ride postscript
So how does it ride? Pretty well! The 

raked-out head angle and low BB 

make the bike feel more capable than 

its 130mm fork might suggest, while 

the limited front travel ensures it 

handles predictably and doesn’t lurch 

forward over repeated hits. Size-wise, 

the 450mm reach hits the sweet spot 

between fun and stability, but we may 

have gone a little too short on the 

chainstays – 415mm is playful, but at 

the expense of high-speed cornering 

control. The steep seat angle lessens 

the burn on hills, but the low BB is a 

disadvantage when pedalling over 

rocks. Hardtails make you interpret 

the trail in a different way – without 

rear suspension you’re forced to think 

more creatively about line choice, and 

this can improve your riding. If this 

series has got you inspired to build 

your own bike, then check out  

www.thebicycleacademy.org.  

If today’s done anything, 
it’s reminded me of just 
how fun hardtails can be 

The Sheffield 
hit-list

Fancy checking out the 

Steel City scene for 

yourself? Here are some 

classic riding spots to 

sample. For more info,  

head over to 

www.ridesheeld.org.uk

GRENOSIDE WOODS
Greno is Peaty’s long-term 

playground and the venue for 

the annual Steel City DH race. 

Thanks to money raised by 

the inaugural race in 2011, the 

woods were bought by 

Sheeld Wildlife Trust, and 

they’ve worked with Ride 

Sheeld to create three 

short-course downhill tracks 

that are open all year round. 

Generally mellow and flowing 

in style, there are still some 

big optional gaps if you’re 

feeling brave.

PARKWOOD SPRINGS
Situated near Kelham Island, 

this city park is home to 

possibly the first and 

definitely one of the best 

urban trail centres in the UK. 

Blast out laps of the 2km 

blue/red-graded trail or race 

your mates on the dual slalom 

track. The trails are 

positioned right next to the 

old Sheeld Ski Village and 

there are rumours that this 

might be regenerated into a 

city centre bike park. You 

heard it here first!

THE PEAK DISTRICT
On Sheeld’s doorstep, this 

National Park is a haven of 

natural rocky bridleways, 

moorland singletrack, big 

views and pubs well-stocked 

with real ale. There are loads 

of great route options, 

ranging from short spins to 

all-day epics. Jacob’s Ladder, 

Cut Gate and Ladybower 

Reservoir are popular 

favourites.

BOLEHILLS
There’s been a BMX track in 

Bolehills park since the mid 

’80s, but over the past 25 

years it’s evolved 

considerably, thanks to the 

consistent dedication of a few 

passionate individuals. This 

year the track has seen a 

major revamp, so expect it to 

be running better than ever. 

It’s free to ride and all the 

locals are super-friendly, so 

head down for a ride and 

don’t be afraid to lend a hand.

Bolehills BMX track is a snaking

 and rippling maze of possibilities


